Meeting held at Mandurah on Friday, 13 September 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees  
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.30pm  
Stewards: Mr G O'Dea, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr N Goold  
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr B Vale  
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlins  
Lure Driver: Mr J Brooks  

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 7 BARCALI (35.2kgs), Race 9 YUNDERUP STAR (34.7kgs)  
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:  
Injury: Race 3 FREDDY BE COOL (12/9)  
Ineligible: Race 11 LISA MONELLI (11/9) 
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 2 INFINITY SPEED, Race 4 ROYCE MONELLI, Race 7 FABS GEM, Race 11 OSHKOSH RUTH, Race 12 EBBY REFEREE  

Race 1 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 6:52 PM  
GO LEVI began quickly. HAYLEY BECCA began slowly. FRANC MONELLI & ASPIRE HIGHER collided soon after the start. ASPIRE HIGHER checked off the heels of PRESLEY PARKER on the first turn. PRESLEY PARKER & SVETLANA MONELLI collided on the first turn. ASPIRE HIGHER & PRESLEY PARKER collided on the home turn. SVETLANA MONELLI checked off the heels of PRESLEY PARKER on the home turn. PRESLEY PARKER & SVETLANA MONELLI raced wide on the home turn. YANKEE PARKER checked off the heels of KAOS BE COOL on the home turn. ASPIRE HIGHER checked off the heels of FRANC MONELLI in the home straight.  

Race 2 - Maiden/Provincial/405 - Maiden - 7:11 PM  
INFINITY SPEED began quickly. DHUFISH & LA MANTE collided soon after the start. MAX QUIDS & HEAVENLY MOVER collided soon after the start. MAX QUIDS & HEAVENLY MOVER collided on the first turn. ALL ABOUT MAX hit the inside running rail on the first turn. SELENE MONELLI checked off the heels of HEAVENLY MOVER on the home turn.  
DHUFISH was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.  

Race 3 - Novice/Provincial/405 - Novice - 7:27 PM  
SHINBONER PRIDE began quickly. PYJAMAS & SAUSILITO collided soon after the start. SAUSILITO & WINLOCK ORIGIN collided soon after the start. PYJAMAS & WEST ON PEBBLES collided on the first turn. WEST ON PEBBLES checked off the heels of KINGSBRAE TINA on the first turn. KINGSBRAE TINA galloped on the heels of PYJAMAS on the first turn, KINGSBRAE TINA lost ground and collided with SAUSILITO. PYJAMAS & SHINBONER PRIDE collided on the home turn.  

Race 4 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 7:54 PM  
STARLIGHT APRIL began quickly. WILD AND FREE & SPOLLY'S JET collided soon after the start. NOT WITHOUT GAS & WESTDALEARES collided on the first turn. MULGA LASS & CONSORTIUM collided on the first turn. SPOLLY'S JET & CONSORTIUM collided on the first turn. WESTDALEARES checked off the heels of MULGA LASS on the home turn. WESTDALEARES shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. NOT WITHOUT GAS checked off the heels of WILD AND FREE in the home straight.  

Race 5 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 8:11 PM  
TWICE AS WICKED, SUNSET ECHO & ABIMBOLA began quickly. GARNA BOLT began slowly. ABIMBOLA & LOTTIE DENO collided soon after the start, both lost ground. TWICE AS WICKED & ABIMBOLA collided on the first turn, ABIMBOLA stumbled and lost ground. ABIMBOLA & LOTTIE DENO collided on the home turn. TWICE AS WICKED & BOOMERING collided on the first turn, TWICE AS WICKED lost ground. ABIMBOLA & LOTTIE DENO collided on the home turn.  

Race 6 - Mixed 1/2/Provincial/405 - Mixed 1/2 - 8:35 PM
WATER PISTOL began quickly. COSMIC OX & QUARA'S XAVIER collided soon after the start. FANTASTIC ZIP & CRAFTY RAMA collided on the first turn. CRAFTY RAMA galloped on the heels of QUARA'S XAVIER on the first turn, CRAFTY RAMA stumbled and lost ground. FANTASTIC ZIP & QUARA'S XAVIER collided approaching the home turn. FANTASTIC ZIP & QUARA'S XAVIER collided on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Provincial/490 - Free For All (s) - 8:59 PM
SLINGSHOT GYPSY began quickly. POWERED BY GAS began slowly. BARCALI & HIT RECORD collided soon after the start. HIT RECORD & MOTO DOLL collided soon after the start. WESTDALE PRINCE & FABS GEM collided on the first turn. HIT RECORD checked off the heels of BUNDLES GALORE on the first turn. WESTDALE PRINCE & FABS GEM collided on the second turn. MOTO DOLL & POWERED BY GAS collided on the second turn. MOTO DOLL checked off the heels of BARCALI approaching the home turn. MOTO DOLL checked off the heels of HIT RECORD on the home turn. BUNDLES GALORE checked off the heels of WESTDALE PRINCE on the home turn.

Race 8 - Mixed 2/3/Provincial/405 - Mixed 2/3 - 9:24 PM
CROCODILE SENOR began quickly. NOBELIUM began slowly. ON THE TAKE & RESTING TOUCHER collided soon after the start. WEST ON HOLLY & IMMEN BALE collided soon after the start. ON THE TAKE & RESTING TOUCHER collided on the first turn. NOBELIUM checked off the heels of ON THE TAKE on the first turn. IMMEN BALE checked off the heels of NOBELIUM on the first turn. NOBELIUM shifted out and collided heavily with WEST ON HOLLY on the home turn. ON THE TAKE & RESTING TOUCHER collided approaching the winning post.

LHOTSE MONELLI & ROGER'S DREAMIN' began quickly. YUNDERUP STAR began slowly. ATLANTIC LI & SPOOKY SENSATION collided soon after the start. YUNDERUP STAR & KING TONY collided heavily soon after the start, KING TONY stumbled and lost ground due to injury. ATLANTIC LI checked off the heels of LHOTSE MONELLI & ROGER'S DREAMIN' collided approaching the first turn. ATLANTIC LI checked off the heels of SPOOKY SENSATION on the first turn. LHOTSE MONELLI lost ground. ATLANTIC LI checked off the heels of SPOOKY SENSATION on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that KING TONY had a Left - Hindleg - Gracilis M. Injury (Back M.) and has been stood down for 28 days.

Race 10 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/490 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:56 PM
LAPTOP GURU & WEST ON POPPY began quickly. STALENBERG began slowly. RAPPA FLASH & EQUITY FUND collided soon after the start. WILLIE GUNDI & RAPPA FLASH collided on the first turn, RAPPA FLASH stumbled and lost ground. LAPTOP GURU checked off the heels of WILLIE GUNDI on the second turn. STALENBERG checked off the heels of LAPTOP GURU on the home turn.

Race 11 - Mixed 5/6/Country/405 - Mixed 5/6 - 10:16 PM
OSHKOSH RUTH, JEZEBEL PARKER & IRONBARK LASS began quickly. GO DANNO GO & JEZEBEL PARKER collided on the first turn. BLACK EUPHORIA & STAN'S GIRL collided on the first turn. BLACK EUPHORIA & STAN'S GIRL collided approaching the home turn. BLACK EUPHORIA & STAN'S GIRL collided several times on the home turn.

Race 12 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 10:36 PM
EBBY REFEREE & SKETCHY SOLO began quickly. IF YOU LIKE & INVICTIS NINA collided on the first turn, IF YOU LIKE lost ground. DONATE NOW & INVICTIS NINA collided on the first turn, INVICTIS NINA lost ground. WEST ON HONEY & DONATE NOW collided on the second turn, WEST ON HONEY lost ground.

FINAL.